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Gordon gives inspiration, advice and 75 fail-safe and delicious recipes for all occasions over the Christmas period. The stars of the
show are 5 Christmas Feasts . suitable for whenever you choose to have your main Christmas meal.
Award-winning chef Guillermo Pernot and acclaimed author Lourdes Castro unveil authentic Cuban recipes for home cooks,
celebrating the bold flavors, creative techniques, and unique inspirations of the country's finest paladares. Pernot and Castro tour
the island, collecting dishes and stories that reveal a vibrant contemporary cuisine. Each dish has been adapted from the best
private restaurants from Old Habana to Santiago de Cuba and the author's own celebrated restaurant, Cuba Libre, marrying
traditional foundations with modern influences. Divided into chapters for fresh seafood (Mar), meat (Tierra), vegetables (Granja),
delectable desserts (Postres), and handy Basics (Esenciales), Cuba Cooks includes recipes for Arroz con Bacalao, Charred
Snapper in Coconut Sauce, Oyster Ceviche, and elegant Stone Crab Mojito; Ajiaco (Cuban stew), Cuban Fried Chicken, Duck
Ropa Vieja, Honey-Glazed Lamb Ribs with Cachucha Vinaigrette, Pork Belly Fried Rice, a traditional whole pig-roast, and a
legendary smoked chicken from the side of the road; Black Bean Gnocchi with Culantro Butter, Green Plantain Soup garnished
with Popcorn, and Malanga Tacos Stuffed with Eggplant; Old Habana street vendors' roasted coconut and almond Cucuruchos,
Guava Ice Cream, Cuba Libre's Chocolate Tart with Caramelized Bananas, and Bonatillos, traditional sweet potato pudding balls.
Presents menus and recipes from eleven African countries, with serving hints and complete shopping lists, and includes additional
recipes for appetizers, soups, fish, poultry, beef, side dishes, salads, breads, and desserts
Three cakes in one, this is every cake-lovers dream! Composed of just eggs, sugar, flour, butter and milk, and with a super simple
preparation method, at first glance these recipes look just like any other cake recipe. But the magic in these cakes is in the
cooking. Baked at a low temperature, the cake mixture divides itself into three layers, each with a distinct texture and taste: a
dense, moist cake base; a delicate cream filling; and a light and fluffy sponge to top it off. The result is a cake like you've never
tasted before - an explosion of textures and flavours in a moreish cake you just can't have one bite of! With chapters covering the
Basics; Tutti-Frutti; Special and Occasion Cakes; and Savoury, there are a host of flavours at your fingertips, from the simple
vanilla cake of chocolate hazelnut, to more exotic flavour combinations of raspberry and Matcha green tea. Take the magic cake to
a whole new level with the occasion cakes - try the Valentine mango passion cake or the intense chocolate Easter cake. More
than just cakes, there are recipes for cupcakes, pies, cheesecakes and brownies - all with the special 'magic' touch. So what are
you waiting for? Discover the magic for yourself!
Brought to you by the award-winning chefs behind the Honey & Co. empire, Sarit Packer and Itamar Srulovich present simple and
delicious Middle Eastern dishes that are easy to make and a pleasure to serve. From breads to bakes, salads to sweets, there is
something for everyone in this celebration of Middle Eastern cooking. Wholesome, fresh and seasonal ingredients are organised
into chapters For Us Two, For Friends, For the Weekend, For a Crowd and The Kitchen. Enjoy authentic recipes like Jerusalem
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sesame bread filled with harissa and lemon chicken, tuck into a crisp salad with saffron-poached pears with walnut tahini, or
delight in a fish pastilla or a rabbit stifado, among many more. The mouth-watering recipes featured in this book are quick and
simple to make. Whip them up for lunch or a weekend meal without forward planning, special ingredients or fancy equipment these
will quickly become staple recipes that you, friends and family will revisit again and again. Packed full of stylish and stunning
photography,
Soft, sticky, and fudgy—there really is nothing quite like a brownie. Linda Collister, the queen of baking, brings you all her favorite
brownie recipes in one perfect little book. If you’ve never made brownies before, Everyday Brownies is the place to start. Bake
Classic Fudge Brownies following Linda’s step-by-step instructions and once you’ve mastered those try Peanut Butter Brownies
or Triple Choc Brownies. More indulgent ideas can be found in a chapter of Special Brownies—try rich Espresso Brownies, Sour
Cream and Spice Brownies, or Black Forest Brownies, laced with kirsch. Blondies are a delicious variation on the brownie theme.
Who can resist White Chocolate and Raspberry Blondies, Coconut Blondies, or Cinnamon Pecan Blondies? Finally, fun Brownie
Treats for all the family include Brownie Muffins, Brownie Cheesecake, and Brownie Ice Cream. • Brownies make an inexpensive
treat and so does this perfect little recipe book! • Featuring 30 of Linda’s quick and easy recipes, Brownie Bliss will transport you
to brownie heaven in no time. • Linda Collister’s baking books published by Ryland Peters & Small have sold more than 500,000
copies.
Explore the refined flavors and seductive aromas of the Turkish table with Tree of Life. These are tastes that can't be found
anywhere else on Earth. When Joy Stocke and Angie Brenner first met on the balcony of a guesthouse in a small resort town on
the Mediterranean coast, they discovered a shared love of history, literature, and local food traditions. The two new friends set off
on a cultural adventure tour of Turkey that spanned ten years. Returning home to their respective American kitchens, they couldn't
help but call upon the flavors of Anatolia as a kind of culinary souvenir, and incorporate that sensibility into the food they cook
every day for themselves, family, and friends. Based on the memoir Anatolian Days and Nights, Tree of Life presents more than
100 accessible recipes inspired by Turkish food traditions found in the authors' travels. These thoughtful adaptations of authentic
dishes draw on readily available ingredients while featuring traditional techniques. Just a small selection of recipes in Tree of Life
include: Circassian Chicken Carrot Hummus with Toasted Fennel Seeds Spice-Route Moussaka Weeknight Lamb Manti Stuffed
Grape Leaves Black Sea Hazelnut Baklava Much more
A bitters-making handbook with a beautiful, botanical difference; three scientists present the back-stories and exciting flavours of plants from
around the globe, in a range of tasty, healthy tinctures.
An author, baking instructor and vegan offers recipes for chocolate desserts and treats including cakes, brownies, truffles, pudding and ice
creams that are dairy-free, organic and fair-trade including Brooklyn Blackout Layer Cake, a Sacher Torte and Moon Pies.
A captivating journey through off-the-beaten-path French wine country with 100 simple yet exquisite recipes, 150 sumptuous photographs,
and stories inspired by life in a small village. “Francophiles, this book is pure Gallic food porn.” —The Wall Street Journal Readers
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everywhere fell in love with Mimi Thorisson, her family, and their band of smooth fox terriers through her blog, Manger, and debut cookbook,
A Kitchen in France. In French Country Cooking, the family moves to an abandoned old château in Médoc. While shopping for local
ingredients, cooking, and renovating the house, Mimi meets the farmers and artisans who populate the village and learns about the former
owner of the house, an accomplished local cook. Here are recipes inspired by this eccentric cast of characters, including White Asparagus
Soufflé, Wine Harvest Pot au Feu, Endives with Ham, and Salted Butter Chocolate Cake. Featuring evocative photographs taken by Mimi’s
husband, Oddur Thorisson, and illustrated endpapers, this cookbook is a charming jaunt to an untouched corner of France that has thus far
eluded the spotlight.
"Master baker and innovator Peter Reinhart's answer to the artisan-bread-in-no-time revolution, with time-saving techniques for making
extraordinary loaves with speed and ease"--Provided by publisher.
If you want to learn about one of history’s most fascinating minds and uncover some of his secrets of imagination—secrets that enabled him
to invent machines light years ahead of his time and literally bring light to the world—then you want to read this book. Imagination amplifies
and colors every other element of genius, and unlocks our potential for understanding and ability. It’s no coincidence that geniuses not only
dare to dream of the impossible for their work, but do the same for their lives. They’re audacious enough to think that they’re not just
ordinary players. Few stories better illustrate this better than the life of the father of the modern world, a man of legendary imaginative power
and wonder: Nikola Tesla. In this book, you’ll be taken on a whirlwind journey through Tesla’s life and work, and not only learn about the
successes and mistakes of one of history’s greatest inventors, but also how to look at the world in a different, more imaginative way. Read
this book now and learn lessons from Nikola Tesla on why imagination is so vital to awakening your inner genius, and insights into the real
“secret” to creativity, as explained by people like Jobs, Picasso, Dali, and Twain.
The RED WINE DIET is the first of Rosemary Conley's books to be specifically aimed at men and will address the different concerns and
problems faced by men in their search for healthy eating and optimum fitness. Diet plans, recipes, fat charts, weight loss advice all combine
to make this concept interesting.
From the James Beard award--winning author of Sauces-a new classic on French cuisine for today's cook His award-winning books have
won the praise of The New York Times and Gourmet magazine as well as such culinary luminaries as chefs Daniel Boulud, Jeremiah Tower,
and Alice Waters. Now James Peterson brings his tremendous stores of culinary knowledge, energy, and imagination to this fresh and
inspiring look at the classic dishes of French cuisine. With a refreshing, broadminded approach that embraces different French cooking stylesfrom fine dining to bistro-style cooking, from hearty regional fare to nouvelle cuisine-Peterson uses fifty "foundation" French dishes as the
springboard to preparing a variety of related dishes. In his inventive hands, the classic Moules à la marinière inspires the delightful Miniature
Servings of Mussels with Sea Urchin Sauce and Mussel Soup with Garlic Puree and Saffron, while the timeless Duck à l'orange gives rise to
the subtle Salad of Sautéed or Grilled Duck Breasts and Sautéed Duck Breasts with Classic Orange Sauce. Through these recipes, Peterson
reveals the underlying principles and connections in French cooking that liberate readers to devise and prepare new dishes on their own.
With hundreds recipes and dazzling color photography throughout, Glorious French Food gives everyone who enjoys cooking access to
essential French cooking traditions and techniques and helps them give free reign to the intuition and spontaneity that lie in the heart-and
stomach-of every good cook. It will take its place on the shelf right next to Julia Child's Mastering the Art of French Cooking.
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TV chef Lorraine Pascale, author of the phenomenal bestseller Baking Made Easy, is back with her second cookery book
– this time packed with simple and delicious recipes for relaxed home cooking that go far beyond baking.
When you visit The Farm Cooking School you’ll not only leave with a full stomach, but having learned something new.
The Farm Cooking School is packed with many of the same lessons you’d learn in person at the school, taught through
more than 100 delicious recipes. You’ll learn how to make the flakiest pie crust for peerless summer pies, use fresh farm
eggs for sweet, airy pavlova, and highlight what’s growing now with scratch-made pizzas and pastas. Smoking, saltroasting, pickling, and preserving are all part of the fun. Yet it’s the way Ian and Shelley employ these techniques that
make their classes, and this book, so much fun. Brine nasturtium buds for creative "capers", or try the hot-smoked
oysters with a dollop of harissa butter and you’ll agree! The Farm Cooking School is a cookbook for anyone who wants
to learn to cook in tune with nature. Celebrate the seasons as you grow comfortable with the practiced techniques of our
forebears. Join us at the school!
A bread making book for both novice and experienced bakers includes recipes for five basic breads as well as more
innovative recipes, and offers tips on techniques and a troubleshooting guide
Many people are intimidated at the idea of cooking Japanese food at home. But in JapanEasy, Tim Anderson reveals that
many Japanese recipes require no specialist ingredients at all, and can in fact be whipped up with products found at your
local supermarket. In fact, there are only seven essential ingredients required for the whole book: soy sauce, mirin, rice
vinegar, dashi, sake, miso and rice. You don't need any special equipment, either. No sushi mat? No problem - use just
cling film and a tea towel! JapanEasy is designed to be an introduction to the world of Japanese cooking via some of its
most accessible (but authentic) dishes. The recipes here do not ‘cheat’ in any way; there are no inadequate
substitutions for obscure ingredients: this is the real deal. Tim starts with some basic sauces and marinades that any will
easily 'Japanify' any meal, then moves onto favourites such as gyoza, sushi, yakitori, ramen and tempura, and introduces
readers to new dishes they will love. Try your hand at a range of croquettas, sukiyaki and a Japanese 'carbonara' that will
change your life. Recipes are clearly explained and rated according to difficulty, making them easy to follow and even
easier to get right. If you are looking for fun, simple, relatively quick yet delicious Japanese dishes that you can actually
make on a regular basis – the search stops here.
Fresh and Light is Donna Hay's answer to finding the perfect balance. Designed to complement her hugely popular
existing repertoire, it is full of new recipes that combine fresh and flavoursome ingredients. Ditch the diet and find the
balance - Fresh and Light is mindful of fat and carbohydrates, but focuses on flavour and variety, without the guilt. With
chapters divided by meals, Fresh and Light offers a multitude of recipes for those times when you're seeking something a
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little more virtuous. Start your day the right way with five-grain porridge or asparagus, tomato and feta egg-white
omelette. Store up an array of go-to recipes for fast but healthy weekday dinners such as lemon and goat's cheese
roasted chicken, red quinoa, kale and haloumi salad or thai green curry chicken skewers. Treat yourself but feel a little
more innocent doing it with Donna's chocolate, pistachio and almond biscotti or berry and ricotta slice. Donna shares her
fool-proof recipes for light breakfasts, tasty lunch tips and fast dinner solutions to give you ideas for every time of the day.
This book is the answer to that constant juggle for the perfect balance, with a focus on ease and flavour, but always
leaving room for the little indulgences in life.
In Scandinavia the whole period of Christmas, from the first Sunday in Advent to New Year's Day, is marked by festivals
and celebrated in traditional but beautifully contemporary style. Hygge, the Danish word for cosiness, is about being
inside with candles, great comfort food and lots of cakes and sweets. The first week of December is baking week enough has to be made to last the whole Christmas period. Jars of decorated cookies, gingerbread houses and clogs
filled with little presents rub shoulders with simple wreaths, trees and tables decorated with white candles and fresh
greenery - the perfect mix of ancient and modern. Brunches, cocktail and tea parties, lunches and dinners are celebrated
with a mixture of traditional goodies and delicious modern recipes. Duck and pork rule on Christmas Eve, fish, ham and
seasonal vegetables on Christmas Day. Sweets, biscuits, puddings and other treats abound - all washed down with
gluwein and fruity cocktails. In this glorious book, illustrated with Lars Ranek's evocative photographs, Trine Hahnemann
provides a cornucopia of 70 Christmas recipes - all featuring ingredients which are common to all northern climes showing us how we, too, can decorate our homes and make delicious dishes to celebrate Christmas the Scandinavian
way.
Many crime and detective stories, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.
Cooking in large batches is the perfect way to save time and money. It also often turns out to be the healthier option – saving you
from ready-meals and take-out; allows you to cook your produce when it's most fresh; and reduces how much food you throw
away. In Batch Cooking, Keda Black shows you how to get ahead of the game by using just two hours every Sunday to plan what
you are eating for the week ahead and get most of your prep out of the way. By Sunday evening, you are looking forward to five
delicious weeknight meals, and enjoying an overwhelming sense of calm about the week ahead. The book covers thirteen menus,
with an easy-to-follow shopping list and a handy guide for how to tweak your plans for the season or your dietary requirements.
Each menu is broken down into the Sunday preparation time and a day-by-day method to finishing the recipe. Recipes include a
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heartening Lemongrass, Coconut, Coriander and Ginger Soup, a delightful Green Shakshuka with Feta and an astoundingly easy
Pear Brownie.
Simple text explains the varied ways in which such animals as beavers, hummingbirds, termites, and bald eagles build their
homes.
The Beer Pantry is a primer for cooking for beer and teaches readers how to think like a chef when it comes to marrying the flavors
of their favorite craft beers with their cooking. More than 100 recipes to elevate "pub grub" to chef-driven beer cuisine.
This book is also available through the Introductory Engineering Custom Publishing System. If you are interested in creating a
course-pack that includes chapters from this book, you can get further information by calling 212-850-6272 or sending email
inquiries to engineerjwiley.com. The authors offer a set of objectives at the beginning of each chapter plus a clear, concise
description of abstract concepts. Focusing on preparing students to solve practical problems, it includes numerous colorful
illustrative examples. Along with updated material on MOSFETS, the CRO for use in lab work, a thorough treatment of digital
electronics and rapidly developing areas of electronics, it contains an expansive glossary of new terms and ideas.
A Special Invitation to a Delicious Members-Only Experience A hard-to-get reservation is prized among serious restaurant-goers,
but a table limited to members only seems to be the Philadelphia diner's Holy Grail. Palizzi Social Club is 100 years old this year in
South Philly, but it was after chef Joey Baldino took over from his late uncle Ernie that business really started to boom. Palizzi has
mastered the balance of old-school Italian kitsch and super-high-quality food and cocktails. Once a gathering place for the AbruzziAmerican community, Palizzi Social Club is a current hot spot: members can take up to three guests, and if the light is on outside,
they're open. In 2017, Palizzi was named Bon Appetit's #4 Best New Restaurant, Esquire's honorable mention best new
restaurant, and Eater Philly's #1 restaurant of the year. Chef Joey's menu at Palizzi has a broad Southern Italian scope. Seventy
adaptable, accessible recipes throughout include dishes like: Fennel and Orange Salad Arancini with Ragu and Peas Spaghetti
with Crabs Stromboli Hazelnut Torrone Come on in, and join the club.
Mrs Harris is a salt-of-the-earth London charlady who cheerfully cleans the houses of the rich. One day, when tidying Lady Dant's
wardrobe, she comes across the most beautiful thing she has ever seen in her life - a Dior dress. In all the years of her drab and
humble existence, she's never seen anything as magical as the dress before her and she's never wanted anything as much
before. Determined to make her dream come true, Mrs Harris scrimps, saves and slaves away until one day, after three long,
uncomplaining years, she finally has enough money to go to Paris. When she arrives at the House of Dior, Mrs Harris has little
idea of how her life is about to be turned upside down and how many other lives she will transform forever. Always kind, always
cheery and always winsome, the indomitable Mrs Harris takes Paris by storm and learns one of life's greatest lessons along the
way. This treasure from the 1950s introduces the irrepressible Mrs Harris, part charlady, part fairy-godmother, whose adventures
take her from her humble London roots to the heights of glamour.
Maybe dinosaurs went to school, Or rode in cars and played sports too! Maybe you can imagine dino fun that could have been,
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Considering we don't know it all from way back then. Perhaps one day we may know, and not just think, How cool it was that
dinosaurs were pink!

Based on experimental archaeology at the author's world-famous research settlement in Cornwall, this book describes
the ingredients of prehistoric cooking and the methods of food preparation.
Donna?s groundbreaking book, THE INSTANT COOK, now comes in a beautiful paperback edition. Showcasing fussfree recipes, Donna?s trademark modern photography and styling - plus her tips on how to get the best results out of
whatever you?re making for cooking - this is the book to turn to when asked ?what?s for dinner??. Whether you need to
whip up busy midweek fare for a famished family or present something chic and easy for a casual weekend dinner with
friends ? time is on your side with Donna Hay?s moreish collection of over 190 inspiring recipes. Donna gives her
readers the know-how and confidence to create great meals that are filling and substantial at short notice: soup; salads;
pasta; rice & noodles; chicken; meat; fish + seafood; vegetables; sweets. Each chapter also includes a new feature; in
which Donna shows you one essential sauce or dish with three very clever twists for you to then create three very fresh
and original meals and concludes with her ever-popular ?short order? ideas: quick dishes to serve on the side or as
meals on their own; using simple methods and flavour combinations.
Complete French is a comprehensive book and audio language course that takes you from beginner to intermediate
level. The new edition of this successful course has been fully revised and is packed with new learning features to give
you the language, practice and skills to communicate with confidence. - Maps from A1 to B2 of the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages - 25 learning units plus verbs reference and word glossary and revision
section - Discovery Method - figure out rules and patterns to make the language stick - Teaches the key skills - reading,
writing, listening and speaking - Learn to learn - tips and skills on how to be a better language learner - Culture notes learn about the people and places of France - Outcomes-based learning - focus your studies with clear aims - Authentic
listening activities - everyday conversations give you a flavour of real spoken French - Test Yourself - see and track your
own progress In this pack you'll get a full-colour book and two CDs of audio material. Get our companion app. French
course: Teach Yourself is full of fun, interactive activities to support your learning with this course. Apple and Android
versions available. Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75 years.
Meatless Vietnamese cooking for vegetarians and omnivores alike. In the years he spent living and cooking in Vietnam,
Cameron Stauch learned about a tradition of vegetarian Vietnamese cuisine that is light and full of flavor. Based on
recipes devised over centuries by Mahayana Buddhist monks, the dishes in Vegetarian Vi?t Nam make use of the full
arsenal of Vietnamese herbs and sauces to make tofu, mushrooms, and vegetables burst with flavor like never before.
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With a lavishly illustrated glossary that helps you recognize the mushrooms, noodles, fruits, and vegetables that make up
the vegetarian Vietnamese pantry, Vegetarian Vi?t Nam will unlock an entire universe of flavor to people who want
healthy, tasty, and sustainable food.
A paradigm-shifting book that helps cooks think on their feet, create brilliant dishes from ingredients on hand, and avoid
wasting food
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